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What you need to
know about the
Personal Essay
In applications to US and UK universities,
the personal statement holds a unique
degree of importance. Top essays will show
a window into the student’s character and
personality - offering admissions officers a
unique view into the student they want to
admit and bringing to life the grades and
accomplishments that colour the rest of
the application.
By bringing together nearly 25 of our best
student’s essays below, we want to provide
both inspiration and a template for future
students seeking to give colleges a
powerful statement about who they are. At
Crimson, we are constantly amazed by the
essays we read every year, the
thoughtfulness of our students, and the
power of their words.
To give full context to these essays - how
they will be read, and why they matter here are a couple guiding questions we
think about with each of our students.

01. Why is the personal
statement so important?
The personal statement shows different
things depending on where you are
applying. In the UK, the UCAS personal
statement is an opportunity to explore the
student’s academic area of interest and
show the research they’ve done in that
area. The UK application process is more
direct and focused on the student’s formal
qualifications for study, so students can
clearly demonstrate a rigorous grasp on
their declared major. Quality personal
statements cite existing research and show
nuanced understanding of the underlying
theory, proving the student’s readiness for
college work.
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In the US, the personal statement is
similarly a reflection of broader
application priorities. Top US colleges and
universities seek well-rounded students
that will thrive in liberal arts academic
environments emphasizing plurality of
thought and inquisitive dialogue through
Socratic-style teaching methods. The US
personal statement is thus about helping
colleges understand who the student is their formative experiences, their goals,
and how they think about the world
around them. More than any other part of
the process, it is a window into their mind
and thoughtfulness, empathy, and
reflection are prized highly.

02. What kind of personal
statement stands out to
admissions officers?
This likewise varies a lot! A good UK
personal statement will likely make for a
poor centerpiece to a US application, and
vice versa. Quality UK statements are direct
and precise. They are nuanced and
academic, and applicants recite existing
accomplishments and research to directly
evidence their role qualifications.
Remember that the goal is showing that
the student will be well prepared to study
in their chosen area of discipline: their
writing ability and personality isn’t being
evaluated!
A good US personal statement, by contrast,
has very little to do with the rest of the
student’s application. It should not reiterate
other parts of the Common App. Unless
there is a ton of additional context needed
on an existing activity, students should shy
away from touching on topics covered
elsewhere and focus instead on explaining
other parts of who they are. Statements
should be authentic and reflective: what
happened to the student is often less
important than how they processed and
understood it. Students can write about
any topic they want - personal stories from
their youth, how they think about
important social issues, or their dreams and
ambitions. The essays below reflect this,
what unifies them is neither topic nor style
but how honest they are and the picture
the reader gets into the writer’s mind and
personality.

03. What are the common
mistakes made by students
- what shouldn’t you focus
on in your personal
statement?
In the UK, a common mistake is to be too
flowery with the writing - to put down
something closer to poetry on the page.
The UCAS personal statement is intended
to capture academic goals and lay out the
student’s vision for their time in college: it
is not a measure of how good of a writer
the student is.
In the US, one common mistake is to
assume that because the readers want to
learn about the student as a person, the
best topic to write about are difficult
personal topics. While some of the essays
below are compelling personal narratives
about hardship, not all good personal
statements take that form. If you are
writing about hardship because you feel
that’s what they want to hear, and not
because that is an authentic turning point
in your life on which you have genuine
reflection, it’s likely not the right topic.
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04. How does Crimson help
their students create
individually powered
personal statements they
can be proud of?
Crimson’s work with students is centered
on the premise of individual attention and
taking real time to prepare the personal
statement. Given in both cases, the
personal statement is the centerpiece of
the application - reflecting either the
student’s academic aspirations (UK) or
personal character (US) - Crimson begins
supporting their students in their essay
preparation almost 8 months prior to the
application deadline. Crimson puts each
student through time-tested exercises and
its own proprietary writing curriculum. That
curriculum was created specifically to help
students reflect and grow into the unique
style of personal statement writing.
To support best, Crimson will assign each
student a specific, usually Ivy-League
educated, writing tutor - called the
Application Mentor - whose role is to
mentor the student closely for eight
months to produce the best possible essay.
Along the way, the student will also get
input from their Crimson Strategist and - at
multiple junctures - Crimson’s essay review
team, or ERT for short. The ERT is a team of
graduate English students who provide
anonymous feedback on the student’s
essay, giving a valuable second (and often,
third!) voice so students can understand
how their personal statement will land with
the committee. This combination of awardwinning talent and personalised approach
has helped Crimson students beat the odds
year after year at the world’s top
universities!

05. Any final words of avice?
Writing personal statements is difficult!
The UK essay is a bit more
straightforward, but in both cases, it is the
opportunity for the student to concisely
explain the thesis of their application: why
the college should take them. To tackle
this well, you need to start early and take
your time. Two techniques that help are:

1. Taking time to write by hand. Too
many students write on their
computer, where distractions abound
and it’s easy to get sidetracked. Put the
computer away and write on paper. It
will go slower, and that’s ok! Slowing
down gives you time to think and
choose words carefully: the prizes are
only for having the best essay, not
finishing quickly.
2. Take time to walk outside. Walking has
been shown to activate and calm the
brain - when you hit stumbling block,
leave the page behind and take some
time to think as you exercise. Often, by
the time you get back you may have
figured out the right words!
So are you ready to explore exactly
what sorts of essays result in
acceptance to the best schools in the
world? Keep reading and good luck!

Yale University
by Bluebelle C.

Goodsway Mooring was an oasis in hell. In London's urban wasteland, it was rare to find a
community not destroyed by decades of urbanisation—but ours had survived. In an area
rife with poverty, addiction and seedy dealings advertised in back-page ads, we were the
people who had picnics on our narrow-boat roofs and who named our pontoon
'Bluebelle's First Steps'. My family exhibited a similar dichotomy, finding comedy in the
lack of space that meant my mum's cello was stored in the bathtub, and reveling in the
storybook quality of having a cupboard for my bed. Such simple pleasures as feeding
swans in the morning or waving goodbye to the moon at night were an easy distraction
from the harsh reality surrounding us.
But the fairy-tale couldn't last forever. While we followed the legacy of poet and
architectural preservation activist John Betjemen by resisting all council attempts to
remove our leasehold, the value we found in this afterthought of the industrial revolution
was not shared by governmental powers. When gentrification came to King's Cross, our
attempt at a campaign was dwarfed by the bureaucratic machine of government
inexorably marching towards a 'grand future' which had no place for us. New housing
complexes promised to be far more lucrative than our cluster of boats, so the
redevelopers wanted us gone—our stories forgotten and our lives erased. Far too quickly,
it was all over. We moved onto land, and soon after, a flash flood sank 'The City of Truro',
my first home.
I had been born on the water, lived and breathed the fantasy of a life where it was more
commonplace to know a pirate than a banker, then lost it all. To a child raised on stories,
it seemed obvious that my sunken home was the ultimate symbol that the contented
and innocent life I had been blessed with was lost forever. I could no longer be ignorant,
and so I opened my eyes to the injustices of the world and used my loss to spur my
action against them. I wanted to speak out, and thanks to my debating coach, I learned
how to do so in a way that would make others listen. Soon enough, I took action by
founding my refugee pen-pal charity, 'Words Not Wars', and by joining the Camden
Youth Council.
This new life of activism was far removed from the blissful indifference to the future that
had defined my idyllic life as a 'boat baby', but I could never forget the loss that had
made me the person who wouldn't sit by and ignore the problems of the world. This was
made clear for me while filming a video for the 'London Needs You Alive' knife crime
campaign in the high-rise, high-tech building of the Camden Council, 11 floors above the
meandering canal that was once my home. Looking down at the murky water I had
once built my life around, I realised I was standing in a building that would not exist had
the King's Cross 'regeneration' not occurred, doing a job I never would have considered
had I not been forced off the water.
This was when I realised the eviction battle was one I had not, in fact, lost. Yes, I'd lost my
home, but I'd found my voice—and learned the importance of using it. The video being
filmed revolved around our dreams for the future, so when filming began I spoke of my
plans to start a radio network, one that would not only let me tell the stories I care about,
but that would also sponsor grass-roots programmes so that the most subjugated
members of our society can seize control of their own narratives. No one deserves to be
forgotten, no one should have the power to erase other's lives. I'm telling my story, but
there are many more to find and share.
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University of Pennsylvania
& UCLA

by Chris Z.

"So, how is your brother’s girlfriend going…?” My dad dropped this bomb
nonchalantly.The tarred road zoomed alongside us. Locked Doors. No cars for miles. This
was code red.Searching for any and all signs of egress, I was in full panic mode over the
impending inquisition.
Two hours into our drive to a rowing camp in Taree— a hamlet north of Sydney—we had
already exhausted all the polite conversation. Each passing second became another
potential opportunity for an awkward ‘parent’ question to open a treasure trove of
personal embarrassment. I attempted a musical diversion. However, the cycle of the
radio tuning wheel groaned as the paucity of stations gradually depleted from thirty
options to now only two - static or Country. I chose static. Palms sweaty, I struggled to
circumnavigate the wheel, but my swelling anxiety betrayed my incipience as a driver.
Dad was not one to easily give up on a hunt for information. I needed to take the reins
and steer us away from danger if I did not want to be next.
“Dad, have you ever considered what would happen if we could travel as fast as the
speed of light?”
“Never crossed my mind.”
“Theoretically speaking, time would slow down, distance between objects would shorten,
and if this speed were maintained, our mass would increase exponentially. The most
interesting part of it all is that we will never know if all these things even happened. It is
logistically impossible to recreate.”
“Great. What was your fastest rowing time last week?” Dad only cared about the
possible.“Not quite the speed of light.”
As Dad talked about rowing techniques, I zoned out. With my foot gently on the
accelerator, I imagined the car gaining speed as we drove north. I thought about the
earth moving, about the car zooming into space. If we reached the speed of light would
everything stand still?
I hit the brakes! Inertia jolted us forward as the seat belts pulled us back to Earth.
"What’s that about?”
“Sorry, Dad, I got distracted”
Settling in again, he asked: “So what will it take for your team to win this year?”
“Well, if all 8 of us each put our blades into the water at perfect 90o angles at exactly the
same time, pull with the same force and exit the water in perfect unison, we would win.
He chuckled. “Even I know the chances of that happening are zero.”
Yes, it is impossible, but the excitement is in trying to. Whether it is what happens to
time at the speed of light or imagining how to calculate the perfect rowing technique, I
am excited by the potential secrets and hidden possibilities lurking in deep thinking on
big ideas and debates over detail.
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University of Pennsylvania
& UCLA (continued)

by Chris Z.

I love to dwell in the hypothetical: to investigate, question, and debate the unknowable,
even if, my pursuit is futile—that I will ultimately fail. My salsa with the unanswerable
delights me because the mystery of dancing with a phantom energises my mind and
ignites my imagination.
As a prospective university student in Australia I’d been pigeonholed into Commerce,
Engineering, Science or Art without being able to explore the intersections between
disciplines. However, in a future where career paths are unknown, broader perspectives
are crucial to facilitating greater innovation and more flexible thinking. Entwining a
study of philosophy with language, computer studies and math will allow me a
multifaceted pursuit of unanswerable questions that energize and excite me, such as the
Collatz Conjecture and whether it has potential for Artificial Intelligence.
As a prospective university student, I want to experience intellectual rigor as
engagements with potential information rather than just facts to be memorized. I want
to wonder with teachers and students who can pull with me, who want to drop blades in
the water at perfect angles in perfect unison, all the while knowing that to do so is
impossible.
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Georgia Institute of
Technology
by Alfonso A.

I was still in shock.
My golf coach now taught me from a wheelchair. My sister’s bangs were gone. The old
Mickey Mouse dishes had been replaced by white porcelain ones. My room was no
longer light blue and yellow, instead painted a dark navy. I was no longer part of my
friends’ most recent anecdotes. The main cook at my taco stand was gone.
That night I lay in a bed that didn’t feel like mine, holding my breath, eyes wide open. All I
could think of was the feeling of my chest being pumped with air and an urge to run
away. I felt cold in the place where I had always felt warm, like I was trying to fit into a
puzzle I was no longer a piece of. Was I at the right address? Or had I taken a trip to Mars
like I have always wanted to and came back to see everything changed? This was still my
house, but I didn’t feel at home in it. How was that possible?
I left for boarding school when I was fifteen. Now, I was back for my third summer since
then and three years of accumulated changes hit me like a basketball to the face.
Moving away when you’re that young is definitely a challenge with added responsibilities
and having to live alone, but coming back and feeling like a foreigner in my own home
was a far stranger experience. I felt paralyzed by how estranged I felt.
After some days of feeling completely alienated, I was practicing with my now
wheelchair-bound golf coach and couldn’t focus. My frustration grew as I wasn’t able to
hit the ball straight. After a couple of minutes, he quickly corrected my swing and I
started improving. Then, he declared,“You see, I’m still the same old man.”
I drove back home, thinking about what he had said. He could still coach me better than
anyone. I pondered over this. This man had been my mentor for years and suddenly his
entire puzzle had shattered, or so I thought. Yet, his spirit had remained unchanged. His
unwavering defiance in the face of trauma made me realize that perhaps not all of the
changes that had welcomed me were negative. I couldn’t let these differences bring me
down; I didn’t have many days at home and couldn’t let them go to waste. I had to adapt.
For the remaining days before I went back to boarding school, I tried to appreciate all the
new things that had welcomed me back. I realized how my friends and I still had the
same connection and now had more stories to share. My bed regained my shape. I still
loved my sister no matter what her hair looked like and that taco stand remained my
favorite, no matter who the chef was. I was still part of the puzzle, my piece had just
changed shape, and the puzzle had too. If I was going to fit in again, I had to remember
the similarities between me and them, then and now. I had to recognize the changes in
the puzzle and find my spot in it once again.
I learned to find comfort in the uncomfortable. I made new friends at boarding school
each year even when my old friends were gone. I have adapted to different teachers and
housemates every year. Constant change has pushed me to overcome the struggles of
feeling out of place. Now I know that I am able to adapt to new scenarios by changing
with them and finding my place within them. Things will inevitably undergo change and
more challenges will arise, but I’ll always remember that discomfort is good and that it
should be seen as a guiding light towards paths of growth.
The shock was finally gone - I could breathe again.
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Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford,
Columbia, the University of
Pennsylvania and 20 more!

by Jamie B.

The Surgeon
The apron drooped to my knees. I was emblazoned with the ʻHi, My Name is Jamieʼ
sticker, coupled with a scarlet employee-in-training hat. The ʻFresh not Frozen, Grilled
not Friedʼ motto resonated in my mind. It was July 2011. I had taken the plunge and
secured my very first part time job. I was flipping burgers, and I was excited.
I was accustomed to academia, to the sports field, to the stage, but this was an entirely
fresh paradigm. Anuj, the staff trainer and joyously friendly employee tasked with the
rather unfortunate challenge of having to teach me hamburgerological cuisine greeted
me with a firm handshake. This guy meant business.
The familiar fast-food funk wafted through the tiny store like cologne in an airport dutyfree store – overpowering, faintly nauseous and all-encompassing. The filing cabinets in
my mind usually reserved for physics formulas, economics jargon and debating cases
were tipped out and crammed with permutations and combinations of burgers –
Otropo, Chicken Wrappa, Bondi. Exceptions to French conjugations were momentarily
replaced with extra topping combos. The till became my new graphical calculator.
With surgeon-like precision Anuj modeled how to wrap a burger in four swift motions –
place burger in the dead centre, pull wrap from left to right, then right to left, then roll
the corners. He gestured towards his demonstration model and motioned for me to take
to the stage. It was show time! Unfortunately, my burger ended up looking like the aftereffects of Hurricane Katrina. Anuj patted me on the back, said ʻyouʼll learn fastʼ – and
smirked.
Suddenly the barricades were overrun and an influx of jandal-wearing, sun-glass toting
beach-goers charged into the store. The orders came flying faster than budget cuts at a
Tea Party convention. I heard the petrifying three words ʻchicken tenderloin comboʼ. This
was it, the Everest of my culinary career. It involved delving into the bossʼs prized stock of
ʻsucculent tenderloinsʼ as he had described, ʻthe highest quality meat we sell, expensive
to buy and delicate to cook, we canʼt afford any mistakesʼ. I was handling meaty gold. As
the first tenderloin slapped onto the grill with a satisfying sizzle, I could imagine the
bossʼs scorching eyes scrutinizing my every action from behind the prying lens of the
staff security camera. Sun-glass toter number two, the tenderloin culprit, then muttered
ʻExcuse me! Sorry mate, my fault, I meant the chicken nuggets.ʼ
Silently, I screamed. I grimaced, pirouetted and pleaded with the security camera. Anuj
saw my face, contorted in anguish, and took to the rescue with business-like efficiency.
He rolled his eyeballs. In one graceful movement he scooped the tenderloins and flicked
them into the cooler with one hand, and in perfect synchrony, removed the emergency
chicken nuggets with the other. His eyes glistened with intensity. With consummate
mastery his arms flicked from grill to cooker to table to bread to wrap. In less than ninety
seconds, the order was complete. The bossʼs eyeballs returned to their sockets. The day
was saved. I worship the Anujs of this world. Certain jobs may look simple but that
simplicity masks years of expertise. My skills in the rococo art of burger flipping paled
into insignificance beside the master. I learnt more than burger flipping that day. I learnt
humility, respect and the value of a good chicken tenderloin.
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Vanderbilt University
by Grace P.

A lot has changed about my back-to-school shopping since sixth grade, but the same
item has always topped my to-buy list: my favorite planner, the Whitney English Day
Designer.
I love the Day Designer because it includes a full page for every day, complete with an
hourly schedule, to-do list, daily quote, and even a small box for gratitude. I write
everything in my planner: homework assignments, after-school clubs, birthdays (even
my own), and everything else that dares to be forgotten. If it’s flying around in my head,
it goes down on paper in smooth black ink. Every summer around mid-July, you can find
me meticulously scheduling in important dates for the new school year. Planning for
the future transforms feelings of anxiety and overwhelm into a sense of calm and
preparedness.
However, all the time and careful attention I had taken to plan out my entire high school
journey before freshman year became irrelevant when my mom shocked me with the
news that we would be moving from our suburban home in St. Louis, Missouri to Blonay,
Switzerland for her new job. How would I fit the enormous weight of moving across the
world in a monthly calendar? How could my daily to-do list possibly have enough space
to grapple with the knowledge that I would be packing up and leaving the only home I
had ever known? The planning system I had relied on and trusted for years failed me,
and I had no idea what to do. I never could have planned for this.
Between cardboard boxes, donation bags, and my ever-growing anxiety about moving
to a new country, I got to thinking. There was an infinite list of experiences on the
horizon I would never be able to plan for: starting a new school, making new friends, and
assimilating into a new culture with a different language. This fear and discomfort led to
the realisation that my current planning system would not be able to keep up with the
realities of my new life. I couldn’t abandon the trusty Day Designer I relied so heavily
upon, but I needed to adapt. How could I strike a balance between charting out life’s
most minute details and learning to be okay with changed plans?
I began searching for a solution, and eventually found it in the Target stationery aisle:
colorful Post-It notes. Not only do they brighten my days by adding visual variety to each
page, they make scheduling and planning more flexible. As I settled into my new home
and school, it became evident that this system was exactly what I needed. Changes I
would have previously viewed as inconvenient and frustrating morphed into exciting
opportunities. Tutoring pushed back one hour on Saturday morning became a relocated
Post-It note and time to go for a walk in the Swiss Alps. A doctor’s appointment after
school was no longer a wasted afternoon, but a chance to improve my French in the
form of a neon orange colored Post-It note. Joining an international school and making
new friends has not been a daunting task, but an extraordinary adventure.
I feel at ease knowing when (not if) plans change, all it takes is a quick adjustment in my
planner and my mindset to stay focused on my goals while avoiding chaos. This addition
to my planning routine has taught me it is not only necessary to be flexible and adapt to
changes, but it’s also the most efficient way to live.
As the handwritten Theodore Roosevelt quote on the front page of my planner reminds
me, “There can be no life without change, and to be afraid of what is different or
unfamiliar is to be afraid of life.” Now, instead of the fear, confusion, and worry I felt when
faced with an international move, I feel gratitude, hope, and excitement about the
changes and challenges my future holds.
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Harvard & Yale University
by Sam T.

I asked an American friend what the oft-vaunted American Dream was.
After thinking about it, he told me that it was "freedom and equality for all, with prosperous
opportunities for those who persevere and find them". Similarly, James Truslow Adams,
responsible for coining the phrase, described it as that "life should be better and richer and
fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement". These
statements forced me to reflect on how the Kiwi Dream compared.
The Kiwi Dream seems simple contrasted with these lofty ideas - after all, it amounts to "a
family house on a quarter acre section, with at least one car, and if you're lucky, a boat, a
bach, and a beach holiday". There are no sweeping comments on freedom, equality or
opportunity in this dream, just the down-to-earth belief that if you're providing for your
family, you're living the dream. The Kiwi Dream that my parents worked towards, while still
held up for all New Zealanders look to, no longer reflects what our society aspires to. That
"Kiwi Dream" is now the "Urban Dream", promising home ownership, big SUVs, and glitzy
developments. This narrative refinement has abandoned broad swathes of New Zealanders
as it becomes more and more urbane and wealthy.
Our rural sector is the backbone of the New Zealand economy, but the Kiwi Dream does not
reflect that. It focuses on "city luxuries" like the size of one's backyard while neglecting the
real struggles of New Zealand - that farmers have to worry whether their local school will
have enough students to stay open, and where their kids will go if not, or whether the milk
price will be high enough to keep the farm afloat. The Kiwi Dream also ignores the reality of
life for many Maori, who are disproportionately represented in statistics for poverty, for
health, for homelessness and in the justice system. For too many Maori, the dream is being
able to pay next week's rent, not a mortgage deposit, and to them, the picturesque Kiwi
Dream must seem almost mocking.
The Kiwi Dream should be ideological, not material; its foundations should rest on building a
better nation, not a better asset value. Its implicit exclusivity perpetuates the extant divisions
in our society - rich and poor, urban and rural, Pakeha and Maori - and reinforces the unjust
institutional conditions that these minorities face. The Kiwi Dream uplifts many Kiwis, but
those who it leaves out, it leaves behind.
For me, the conflict between those included and excluded from the Kiwi Dream is deeply
personal. I am a microcosm of Aotearoa; my father's parents are Maori labourers, my
mother's are Pakeha farmers, and despite that all, I've lived a middle-class life in the city
suburbs. The experiences I have lived epitomise the demographic of the current Kiwi Dream,
but the histories I am heir to are exactly those that are being forsaken.
That friction is what motivates my personal battle to redefine the Kiwi Dream to incorporate
all New Zealanders. As a Youth MP and Youth Councillor I have proudly called for governing
institutions to embrace the views of youth when making decisions that shape our future. As
a National Party member, I have fiercely advocated that our "conservative" party must be
prepared to create a vision for the next election that carries all New Zealanders to
prosperity.
We often ridicule the American Dream and its grandiloquence. But the truth is that we have
something to learn from it. For all its grandeur and spectacle, it advances an ideal that every
American can aspire to. Opportunity and freedom are beliefs that unite, rather than fracture,
and now more than ever we must look to unity. We can no longer afford to divide our society
by class or race; I hope to shape the future of the Kiwi Dream to be an aspiration.
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Duke University
by Alanna M.

Sam Gosling said in Snoop that your room is a reflection of the inside of your mind. Every
chaotic piece of paper cluttering your living space represents an idea created inside that
lump of grey matter. However, sometimes each of those neurons pile up and need to be
organised. And so, as I walked past my Yamaha upright with sporadic piles of music and the
dusty mounds of 1900s CDs, I realised: “I really need a shelf.”
Just like any other creative with a penchant for mispronouncing Swedish, I went to IKEA and
found a beautiful, white, open-backed cabinet that resonated with my desire for
sophisticated simplicity.
The trouble started when the box arrived home. Late at night, I started hacking it open with
a knife and scratched the unblemished white surface of my cabinet. A well-worn truism
reverberated between my ears: Precision was key. “Lesson learned,” I thought. “But no one
cares about a single scratch.” I tried to rationalise my mistake; my decision grated against
my perfectionism, but at least the scratch reminded me to approach even menial tasks with
care.
Then I embarked on the task, spurred by the tantalising satisfaction of building it without
instructions (I have a tendency to add unnecessary challenges to see just how far I can push
myself). Ten minutes later, I was in the hall balancing the cabinet between the wall and my
knee. The shelves were in, and now all I needed was the top, a humble piece of flat timber.
And the struts that hold it together. And the plethora of screws littered around me; surely
they were spares.
Just as I slotted the crowning piece onto my slightly lopsided shelf, the “Leaning Tower of
Pisa” finally collapsed. The screws I had put in bent. I guess I would be needing those spares.
The little wooden bits meant to keep the shelf stable snapped, and the middle panel had a
hole ripped through its centre, as if Australia’s very own Wolverine had ripped his claws up
the side of my shelf.
At first, I felt anger at my ineptitude, then despair and denial. Every stage of grief towards
the magnificent project I thought I had completed flashed through my brain. My frustration
had peaked. The collapsed shelves had defeated me, but the niggling voice at the back of
my mind, which guides all my movements, said: “Hey, you could have done this better. You
have to try again.” The next day, after a meditative break, I was back, more determined and
clear minded than ever.
I embarked once again on the construction, without the instructions, but with the shelf lying
horizontally on the floor. My determination to challenge myself had not yet swayed. By the
end of the hour, I had a working shelf that didn’t look like the diagram but was able to
support books. I needed to try again. I started again with the instructions and built a
working, sturdy shelf that looked as though it could be printed in the IKEA catalogue- so
long as they photoshop out the extra scratches.
“Well, what’s the moral? She used the instructions.” Yes, I did use the instructions. Yes, I did
have to remake the shelf three times. But every single mistake in those three attempts was a
lesson I can use in the future. In every moment, I gained a greater understanding of the way
parts fit together. Every time I looked at the instructions I realised I didn’t need to carve my
own path single-handedly; instead there was a lot of merit from building the work of those
before me and taking their ideas to grow even more. And, at the very worst, at the end of it
all, at least the chaotic pieces of paper were no longer on the floor.
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University of Pennsylvania
by Anika P.

Sweet Child o’ the 80’s
To this day, when I hear a song from the 1980s, I am instantly transported to childhood
happy car journeys, trying to sing in tune with my mother. Our soundtrack reflected my
mother’s conviction that an interest in music creates possibilities and positive connections.
She and I have grown increasingly close by belting out tunes from 80’s music, and these
songs have become a symbol of her empowerment and the empowerment she passes on to
me.
At first, I just enjoyed the music but didn’t appreciate its significance. But, as I began to
question my mother about the songs, we started to explore the late 20th-century histories of
Britain and the US. Pop-culture icons I had known for years took on new meaning. Watching
the conclusion of ‘The Breakfast Club’, which features the Simple Minds track, ‘Don’t You
(Forget About Me)’, I was struck by the depiction of young people trying to achieve
authenticity through somewhat ludicrous means. This song is now inseparable from my
realisation that I need to follow my own path, even though it may be viewed by others as
ridiculous or defiant.
Yet, as my mother led me through British musical history, she also opened up to me about
her own. She helped me see the need to find balance between the demands of tradition and
the norms of modern society through her own example. My mother was a secondgeneration immigrant growing up in London surrounded by the music of the 70’s. But it was
the 80’s music of her teenage years that defined her. The music of artists like Boy George
and David Bowie challenged her conventional upbringing and the ideals she had been
raised with. My mother’s parents encouraged her to pursue a career, which was progressive
for their generation, but their traditional Indian values still restricted her freedom of choice.
She was a keen young journalist but was pushed to pursue a career in pharmacy. Boyfriends
were not allowed and she was expected to have an arranged marriage.
When she moved to university, musical icons like Madonna and Cyndi Lauper who
embodied female empowerment helped her to grasp her newfound independence.
Madonna’s ‘Papa don’t Preach’ had a massive impact on my mother because it celebrated
the pregnancy of an unmarried woman. It was the antithesis of the rules she had been
raised by. Yet, the music also reminded her of home, and listening to the radio with her own
mother. Music was a rebellion, packaged in a familiar form. 80’s artists helped her to
recognise that she could seek a balance between cultural expectation and emerging
possibilities for women, and begin to navigate away from her heritage on her own terms
with ‘Take On Me’ by A-ha as her soundtrack. Even in a time of profound change, music was
her constant.
My search for authenticity has been different, yet the need for change and balance is one
that we share. While I do not want to be constrained by convention, I do not want to lose
track of my background. Many around me have said that my choice to move to the US is a
rejection of the easier options they have worked to lay before me. Some have even gone so
far as to call it a rebellion. But taking inspiration from my mother and, of course, from my
beloved 80s artists, I have come to the conclusion that becoming my own woman will
require sound judgement, and respect for others, but also creativity, ambition and bravery.
The music of the 80’s gives me the courage to be bold, even if it makes others angry, and my
mother’s story has shown me how to retain the ideals that are important to me. Just as it did
for my mother, music will push me forward while anchoring me to my past.
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University of Pennsylvania
by Talia S.

My process of discovering who I am has been strongly influenced by two significant
marches.First, I marched to the holiest Jewish prayer, the Shema, then to the beat of
Asimbonanga Mandela. First, I marched along the brick paths of Auschwitz, then along the
dirt roads of Soweto township. First, I marched with thousands of Jews, then with thousands
of South Africans. First, I marched to remember, then I marched to belong - though I wasn't
sure I ever would.
'Arbeit Macht Frei. Work makes you free.' As a young Jewish girl from South Africa, I never
thought I would walk beneath these infamous words while singing the Israeli national
anthem - not only because I lived far away but because I did not think I was brave enough to
face the true horrors of the Holocaust. At the age of 17, I travelled to Poland alongside 40
young Jews from South Africa. This trip was aimed to educate us about the horrors of our
past, expose us to the uniqueness of the global Jewish community, and encourage us to
examine the roots of prejudice, intolerance and hatred.
This march was not merely a journey in our ancestors' footsteps, but a process of selfdiscovery. My great uncle and great grandmother were survivors of Auschwitz. I never got to
meet them; however, I felt as if I walked alongside them during the march. While being
surrounded by young Jews from around the world, I realized how grateful I was to be Jewish
and a part of this people. I learnt the power of hatred - that not only actions but also words
can lead to a horror such as the Holocaust.
Returning to South Africa was challenging. I was met with the realization that South Africa
could not offer me the connection and comfort of being close to my heritage. In Poland, I
could feel connections to my past through seeing piles of shoes at Mejdanek or reading
through The Book of Names in Auschwitz. But after this, I began to feel out of place in South
Africa.
A year later, my school invited me to attend a Youth Day March commemorating the youths
who were brutally murdered for taking action against the apartheid regime. I knew I would
be out of my comfort zone, marching alongside people I had less of a connection with,
whose past struggles had not been my own.
As we arrived at the starting point, I felt overwhelmed by the number of unfamiliar faces.
When a student I didn't know asked me to march with her, I began to feel included. With
every step I took, my discomfort began to ease, and I started to enjoy the march. We were
singing songs of freedom. We saw people standing outside their homes, waving and smiling
at us as we marched.
I realized that the Jewish nation's horrifying past was not so different from that of Black
South Africans' under apartheid. I could identify with their feelings of fear, of not belonging
and of hope for a better future. Our people had both been wrongly discriminated against. I
held a sign that read, 'Calling for youth empowerment,' and for the first time I felt
empowered as a South African. I had allowed my pessimistic attitude to blind me from the
beauty of my home; we were of different races, religions, and histories, yet this no longer felt
like a barrier. I finally felt part of the "rainbow nation."
Today I still march along my own path. I live with the comfort of knowing who I am and
where I belong. I still have more to discover about myself, my Judaism and my South African
identity; however, I now feel ready to continue my journey. I've found my comfort zone in
South Africa, which means that it is time for me to step out, and find myself anew.
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Duke, Tufts & Case Western
University
by Timothy G.

Reaching The Summit
The gate creaked closed behind me as I stepped out onto the pavement. The sun was
beginning to peek over the horizon, casting a gentle yellow light through the trees above
me. I took a deep breath and stretched, the brisk morning air calming my growing
excitement. The world felt silent and empty, and the only thing that mattered was me
and the road ahead. I set off at an easy pace, savouring my surroundings with each stride.
I didn’t plan where I was going, but that’s what made it exciting. The best way to explore
was to get lost.
In fact, that attitude did not just apply to my running - it mirrored my approach to
learning too. I have always loved to create things, and I began to see coding as the
perfect outlet. Soaking up every resource I could find online and in the library, each of my
projects became more ambitious than the last. I taught myself the skills I needed as I
went, losing myself completely in the exciting world of technology.
The sun continued to rise and I was no longer under the cover of trees. I felt the harsh
heat drain my energy. Looking ahead, I felt apprehensive – a long track winding up a
steep hill that was notorious amongst runners. Aside from turning around, there was no
other way home. I locked my gaze onto the road ahead and pushed forward.
At the same time, I was working on my latest project – a timetabling application for my
school. I had experienced first-hand the painstaking process teachers had to endure to
create lesson schedules manually, and identified the opportunity to solve a real-world
problem. I dived into it head-first, losing myself in a world of graph theory, genetic
algorithms and advanced databases, but soon my overzealous approach began to
backfire. The program became bloated and disorganized; my lack of planning made
further progress seem impossible.
Leaning over and gasping for air, I stopped under a solitary tree. I was barely halfway, but
I felt exhausted. I didn’t want to turn back now, but I was so tired I could hardly stand. At
that moment, the idea of reaching the top felt impossible. Fitter runners had tried and
failed to beat this hill, and despite my exhaustion, I could see that throwing myself at the
problem wasn’t going to work. I needed a plan to stack the odds in my favor.
I stood up, noting the incline of each part of the track; where to conserve energy and
where to put in all my effort. I divided the route into smaller parts; each bend became a
milestone and each step took me closer to the top. Before I knew it, I was looking down
to where I started, feeling tired but flushed with success.
Once home, I deleted my first attempt and started from scratch. The way I managed to
reach the top of that hill was to plan thoroughly, and this was what I needed to do for my
project to succeed. Just like that run, it was challenging and I spent countless hours
working on it. I solved the problem in sections, and the feeling of success that followed
was completely worth it. I would never have thought that the inspiration I needed to
solve my coding dilemma lay in running, but that lesson has stuck. Now, when I can’t see
the way forward, I step back, break down the problem, and tackle it piece by piece until I
reach my goal. There’s always a way to reach the summit, it’s just a matter of finding it.
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University of Southern
California
by Qaqambile M.

During October 2011, my confidence changed for the better. I went from someone who
felt that they had no value in the world, due to my irrational fear of being humiliated, to
someone who believed in their worth to the world.
After class one day, my English teacher called me to stay behind and said “Qaks, I would
like you to consider joining my public speaking society.” I was left shocked and confused.
I was terrorized by thoughts like, “How could a shy, timid boy like myself join such a
society?” However, I joined based on my teacher’s recommendation.
Despite my trepidation of failure, I spent the whole of 2012 honing my public speaking
abilities. I admired my progress from the novice speaker shaking every time he spoke, to
a speaker delivering with confidence. Impressed by my progress, my teacher invited me
to partake in a competition against my fellow peers. She then thrust me on the spot
when she told me that my first speech on stage would be an impromptu speech.
This terrified me. However, the audience laughed at my humor and I could see their
interest in my speech. I placed second. This left me astonished. In that very moment, I
realized that I have the ability to speak my mind without the fear of being ridiculed. I
realized that I had the ability to converse on contentious topics like racism, sexism,
politics, and religion. I had just grasped the notion that my words could impact lives,
engage people in my ideas, and hopefully leave a mark on the world. It was in that
moment that I realized the power of my voice.
It is only now that I view my teacher’s invitation to be one of the best opportunities that I
have taken in my life, for which I am forever grateful. I realized that people are enticed by
the content of my mind; the only thing that I had to do was simply speak. This newfound
confidence in myself and my voice convinced me to pursue my other interests, such as
learning the saxophone and playing sports like basketball and rugby. It led to my
appointment as a leader within the school’s council and was ultimately the foundation of
my leadership. It was through that experience that I was able to discover who I was, the
boy who limited his potential, and who I could be, the man who could conceivably
influence the world.
After numerous interactions with people who originate from impoverished areas, I
identified that many have yet to discover their voices. It is a tragic reality that many
people in rural areas in South Africa are not confident in their abilities due to their
circumstances. I yearn to change this unfortunate belief. My English teacher inspired me
to see the potential in others, just as she had with me. It is thus my wish to assist people
to discover their voices. This led me to numerous hours of helping to elevate those in
communities around me out of poverty, especially with regards to their education and
English proficiency. My ambition of becoming a social entrepreneur stems from my
appetite for community outreach. Through my interactions, I believe that many people
dream of becoming entrepreneurs, but lack the confidence to turn that dream into a
reality. It is for this reason that I have the desire to go to college in order to put myself in
the best position to acquire the necessary knowledge on start-up ventures so that I may
assist others.
My English teacher gave me a sense of confidence that I had never felt before in myself,
something I aspire to replicate in others. Just like how my English teacher plucked a
reserved, anxious boy and gave him a new sense of life, I wish to do the same for others,
so that they too can find their voices.
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UCLA and the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill
by Matthew P.

"It's time for a serious chat," my dad said. "Your sister has been diagnosed with epilepsy."
I didn't know much about epilepsy at the time. Judging by the somber expression on my
dad's face, though, I knew it was very, very serious. My brain, fried from a long day at
school, automatically kicked into overdrive. I wondered what effect this had on my
family.
The first time my sister had a seizure in front of me, I had no idea what was going on. It
frightened me to see her have this out of body experience where she had no control over
her actions; all I wanted to do was help. This helplessness made me realize the role I had
to play and that I had to make it a priority for me to learn how to care for her when it
would happen again. It has been difficult for me to see my parents struggle through this
time, one could never wish upon an event such as this in anyone's life. They saw my
sister's character entirely change as a result of this condition. She went from being a
confident young girl that had an answer ready for any question before you could even
ask it; to one that lacked assertiveness and social skills, what were once her defining
characteristics. My heart broke for her and my parents.
What was best for Andie was a supportive, stable home life. It forced me to sometimes
give up on visiting friends on the weekend, to be there for her when she needed it the
most. As time progressed, I soon became a pillar of strength for my sister, whether it be
during one of her seizures or in daily aspects of her life. From that day on, my relationship
with my parents was never the same. I had transitioned into an adult with the
responsibility and capability of taking care of and standing up for others. Our dinner
conversations became more mature, and I loved our new dynamic. Having the
responsibility of looking after my sister also gave me a greater sense of understanding
and compassion for the unknown.
This experience as a whole enabled me to engage more with those around me. I felt as if
I had a better understanding of people and their emotions. As a result, I forged deep and
meaningful relationships with not only the people around me at school but also with
people many years older than myself, many of whom I remain close with to this day.
Engaging in meaningful conversations with these varied groups of people, including my
parents, allowed me to mature at a young age.
I stopped relying on my parents to take care of everything in my life, soon thinking more
for myself. I felt a strong, independent vision for who I wanted to be. I envisioned using
my skills and talents to benefit those around me. Many people around me were still on
the journey of self-discovery; finding and developing their own identity. I have discovered
inner strength and confidence through my role as caregiver. This experience has shown
me the importance of my contribution towards the welfare of others.
This is why the word - "family" - means a lot to me. My upbringing ended up so different
than I expected. My parents simultaneously exposed me to both life's hardships and
rewards by encouraging my sense of responsibility, overall maturity, and how much I
value my relationships with others. Not forgetting the hurdles such as my sister's
epilepsy which in turn allowed me to forge a stronger bond with my family. I will always
remember that chat at the dining room table, for it shaped me and developed me into
the responsible and robust character I am today.
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Columbia University
by Cenon C.

It is Friday evening and the stage is set with the "Glorified Podium of Discussion" in
the middle of the living room.
First on the docket is "Weekly Fast Fact." At the sound of the gavel my grandfather
declares, "If you are ever in need of a quick repair, there is only one item for every job:
duct tape. Duct tape fixes everything!" Or so I was told.
Three pieces of particle board, half a roll of duct tape, and some TLC came together to
create the "Glorified Podium of Discussion." Every Friday, for the past four years, my
family has gathered to hold our personal family Congress TED Talk in the comfort of
our home. It all began when we sat down to watch the primary election debates
leading up to the 2016 presidential election and tensions began rising in the room.
Living in a multigenerational and multicultural household, I have been fortunate to
be exposed to a full spectrum of views, opinions, and ideas that have bound my family
together. Whether it be an evaluative look at United States foreign policy, a critique of
a new movie-musical dance number, or a history lesson in space exploration, we have
talked about it.
Of all the topics my family has discussed, there is one that has stuck with me: duct
tape. The creative versatility of duct tape has transformed into the binding metaphor
for family unity in my life. Every week I look forward to taping together the gap
between clashing views, and this is only possible with communication. While there is
a lack of meaningful dialogue in society, my living room represents the reverse
microcosm of encouraging, informative conversation.
Over the last seventeen years, I have had to become an expert in duct tape ingenuity
- due to seven moves. I have had to give up roots in one city in exchange for a clean
slate of unveiled opportunities and new relationships in the next.
Often, people are astonished when I name all the cities in which I have lived, but, in all
honesty, the outcome of each move outweighs the frustrating process of packing up
boxes, taping them shut, and hoping they arrive at the next destination. Moving from
one city to another requires me to create new long-distance friendships, adapt to
new school environments, and learn the "ins and outs" of an entire new community,
while also giving me ample practice to reflect on my personal experiences. I carry
with me an unyielding desire to adapt and understand the communities I call home
by directly facing adversity.
After each move, the makeshift podium requires more duct tape to keep its integrity;
in contrast, the past seven years have aided the growth of my emotional and
psychological integrity on which I continued to build. My identity has also grown
through my connection with my family in relation to the places we have lived. From
taking part in a Mother's Against Drunk Driving forum, hosting an annual Dragon
Boat Racing Festival, or attending NASA's lecture in the final days of the Pluto New
Horizon Mission, I am able to tape together my experiences and lessons into a
cohesive whole, bettering the person I wish to be.
(continued)
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Columbia University (cont.)
by Cenon C.

My grandpa was wrong; duct tape cannot fix the entirety of the world's problems, yet I
assert the discussions with my family have aided in a clearer understanding of who I am,
one family TED Talk at a time.
Although my living room has changed many times, the importance of family unity has
been developed by meaningful discussions. When it comes to facing adversity, I believe
the "Glorified Podium of Discussion" has equipped me with skills for real world
application. Obstacles will be the fuel of my ambition as I continue to strive for success
with the skills developed in my living room.
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USC, NYU, UC Berkeley & more.
by Shreya T.

From Disciple to Guru
“Lift that foot higher off the ground or you will keep falling out of your chakar!”
Namita’s stern reminder rings sharply in my ear. It’s around 5pm and I’m well into my
sixth hour at my dance studio. It’s been another long day where I leave feeling
exhausted and sore but, every Sunday, it is my home.
During practices, everyone in the class is pushed beyond what seems possible. Talking,
except to ask questions, is unacceptable. We forgo water and we run drills time after
time until each step is mastered by every person in unison. Namita hurls strict
corrections across the room as we move our way through eight count after eight count.
Yet, the minute rehearsal ends, the scene changes. Namita facilitates the conversation
asking us about our school, our friends, our love lives, and our families. She nurses our
wounds from both the physically demanding rehearsal, and the emotionally wounding
drama in our personal lives. It is during these conversations that I have become
incredibly close to the woman that is the heart and soul of our company, my teacher
Namita. Namita’s roles as a strict disciplinarian and a loving caretaker are often split
based on whether or not we are in the studio, and in my own teaching endeavours I
have aimed to converge the two. Rather than separating results and empathy like
Namita, I have become a coach and mentor that is “hard on performance and soft on
people”.
Modeling off my teacher’s truly unique style, I’ve been able to find a happy medium
between being empathetic and results-driven. As a coach for the Rocky Heights Middle
School debate team, I expect engaged discussions, quick turnaround times for
speeches, and enthusiastic acceptance of criticism after mock debates from my
students because I want them to succeed at tournaments. Yet, I know to be
understanding when my expectations aren’t fully met because of excessive schoolwork,
poor mental health, or other outside factors. Being only a couple years past my own
middle school years, I know the rigour and often excessive stress that plagues students,
not to mention the petty drama and pressure to fit in. I quickly found that being both a
reliable source of information and an approachable one resulted in the most productive
team. This meant knowing my audience.
Meetings are a mix of days where we all pull out our laptops and research for hours, but
also of days where kids come to me exhausted from the school day, and we eat candy,
laugh, and make slower progress. I practice the same style in mentoring biotech
research students so that they are better prepared to conduct and present their
research. Even in drilling students on how to use the autoclave, being able to be
simultaneously understanding of their perspectives has allowed me to more effectively
pinpoint where students are struggling.
(continued)
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USC, NYU, UC Berkeley & more.
by Shreya T.

From days where I was demotivated by excessively strict dance rehearsals, I’ve learned
the necessity of being able to read the room. I’ve begun to find methods to motivate
my students in ways that are unique to me. In the advanced kids dance class I teach,
I’ve attempted to draw attention and excitement by playing games like “freeze dance
kathak”, letting kids contribute to choreography, and even ending every class with our
ceremonious team Tik Tok. My ladies class and I run drills on new steps until they have
been mastered, and immediately follow it up with conversations regarding how to
bring joy into our dancing and let ourselves be truly vulnerable in a safe space.
Through watching Namita interact in different situations, I have learned much more
thantatkar and technique. Both discipline and empathy are incredibly important to me.
By balancing both of Namita’s personalities, I have become someone who is not only
respected but has a relationship with the people I coach and mentor.
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Georgia Institute of
Technology
by Dennis Z.

As I was putting on my mask about to dive in, my instructor reminded me that I would be
given a task to complete at 130 feet deep to test the effects of nitrogen narcosis — the
potentially deadly alteration in a scuba diver's consciousness which affects their ability to
make decisions, creates a false sense of security and brings unpredictable euphoria when
diving deeper than 100 feet.
Just before I jumped into the water, I hesitated. What if something went wrong and I
could not manage it? But then I remembered why I was doing this: it was not only to
become a better diver, but more importantly to challenge myself. With that I jumped in.
Together with my instructor, I slowly began to descend along the guide line. As we
neared the bottom of the line, I started to make out the coral reef which sat at around 80
feet. I started to recognise different fish from past dives, everything from vibrant blue fish
to bright red lionfish.
As I swam towards the cliff that marked the beginning of uncharted territory, my mind
was racing with thoughts of how narcosis could affect me. I was afraid that I would lose
my focus and start acting dangerously, but through facing challenges in my life, I have
devised a strategy that always levels my thinking: I took a deep breath and re-focused my
mind and thought only of the task at hand.
As we passed the cliff, I could see the sandy floor waiting for us at 130 feet, yet it still
seemed so far away. I was having a mental war with myself, wondering if I had been
affected yet, if I should turn back to the familiar. Eventually, we were only a couple feet
from reaching our goal depth and I started to feel excited, but the journey was far from
over. As we neared the sea floor, I established my buoyancy and looked at my instructor
who was preparing the narcosis test. Much to my surprise, it was an actual test. I took the
slate from her, my eyes poured over the long division problem and I began to chuckle
through my regulator.
Ordinarily, math is not a humorous subject for me, but the absurdity of the situation was
enhanced by the euphoria I was apparently experiencing. With a tap on my shoulder
from my instructor, I quickly shook off the effects, focused on the problem and used the
waterproof pencil to reach the quotient.
After handing the slate back to my instructor, I looked up and I could barely see the
surface - even though the visibility was very clear. It hit me how deep we were: as deep as
a twelve story building. I was undeniably affected by narcosis, however I still had a clear
head. I nervously watched my instructor as she checked my math. She finished and
nodded with a smile. I felt a rush of relief, and finally began to truly notice my
surroundings.
First, I recognized that I was slightly shivering and it was darker than usual. Then I
noticed the stillness: there were fewer fish and the sea floor seemed untouched,
everything seemed more calm. I wanted to stay in this other world for a little longer, but
eventually the time came to return to reality.
As we ascended alongside the cliff wall of coral, I was in awe of the incredible beauty of
the underwater world which amazed me every single dive. But, before I knew it, we were
gazing over the reef again. When we finished our dive and broke the surface, I couldn’t
help but smile knowing what I had overcome. This feeling of accomplishment is what
keeps me challenging myself every opportunity I can. While we swam to the boat, I
immediately felt the urge to plan the next experience that would further challenge me.
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University of Oxford
Philosophy

by Bluebelle C.
Being torn between the arts and sciences has made me a person who uses
mathematical equations to paint pictures and sees my physics lessons as an excuse to
discuss the music of the spheres. It is no real surprise, then, that my first serious
approach to philosophy was that of a mathematician.
After attending the ESU Debate Academy’s Logic course, I saw logic as the linguistic
iteration of mathematics and so decided to study it further, becoming an avid logical
positivist after reading Halbach’s ‘The Logic Manual’, Wittgenstein’s ‘Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus’ and Ayer’s ‘Language, Truth and Logic’. I was drawn to the promise of
bringing the chaos of the ‘real’ world closer to the certainty I felt that maths provided,
but despite this I could never resist the allure of a passionate metaphysical debate about
morality or the nature of time whenever such topics arose.
This conflict was resolved, somewhat ironically, by a paradox. The podcast Radiolab
informed me of Godel’s incompleteness theorems, which state that any consistent set of
axioms contains necessarily unprovable statements. With my view of absolute truths
shaken, I began to carefully consider arguments opposing logical positivism and found
ontological relativism more in keeping with how we relate to the complexity of everyday
life. My new viewpoint still considers logic, but I now know how many alternative
methods there are to explore and want to work to consider them all. For example, when
writing on ‘what is disappointment?’ for the Edgar Jones Philosophy Essay Competition,
I presented both possible evolutionary perspectives and the more subjective origins of
the emotion.
Resolving the false dichotomy between my scientific and artistic approaches was also
vital in progressing my understanding of linguistics. Bloom’s ‘Open Yale’ series and
Pinker’s ‘The Language Instinct’ taught me that to be worthy of debate a language must
be restricted to a structured human system capable of expressing abstract thought.
While my scientific leanings told me the universality of maths made it superior to other
languages, I also saw how close this came to Orwellian Newspeak and had to accept the
value of the multivalent nature of poetic language. I worked to resolve this when writing
on bilingualism for the Trinity College Cambridge Linguistics competition. I initially
argued that speaking multiple languages aids a person in understanding the logic of all
linguistic systems, but then went on to explore how each language’s inconsistencies
gives it cultural merit.
As a keen reader and aspiring author, the first place I looked to understand language
subjectivity was literature. In preparation for my school’s Poetry By Heart Competition, I
analysed many translations of Baudelaire and saw just how crucial an authors’ lexical
choice is on the overall impact of a piece. Language subjectivity is just as prevalent in
science, as I saw when assisting UCL Professor David Lagnado as he searched for a
reliable way to convey DNA or drug results in criminal trials. Even in such a seemingly
concrete area as star-spectrum analysis, preparing to present my schools ‘Star Seekers’
project at the National Astronomy Meeting showed me just how many questions a
single word can raise. If I didn’t understand the impact of my words, I doubt I would have
been successful in the Camden Youth Council, competing or running debating
competitions or founding the refugee pen-pal charity ‘Words not Wars’.
I have, in turn, committed myself to being an artist, mathematician, author, physicist,
podcaster, psychologist, philosopher, linguist and much more besides. My future goals
range from founding a grass-roots radio network supporting free speech to reforming
state education, but I also know that each passing year gives me more ambitions and
plans. This course promises to teach me how, rather than simply what, to think, thus
enabling me to go on to fulfil every ambition I have and have yet to find.
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University of Oxford
English Language and Literature

by Jill C.
As an avid listener of Desert Island Discs I’ve pondered over what book would
accompany me as a castaway. The one book I could never tire of is a thesaurus. I’m
fascinated by the endless flexibility of the English language and its effect on literature. It
contains an inexhaustible supply of words, including one to define my connection to
literature: a logophile.
I’m repeatedly awed by how writers demonstrate their craft from epic novels to works on
a minute scale. In the six-word story attributed to Hemingway, I find the compressed
tripartite structure impressive: “For sale: baby shoes, never worn.” The author conveys the
emotion through the ambiguity of words, supplying only what is necessary to evoke the
reader’s feelings.
This manipulation of the reader’s thoughts is inextricable from Hemingway's work as a
journalist where he exploited the ability of simple language to engage with a wide
audience. This encouraged me to investigate the effects of word choice and the
technique of ‘show, don’t tell’ on my writing. I attended The School of The New York
Times’ summer academy and started a personal blog, both of which encouraged me to
examine the restraints involved in writing for an audience.
Orwell’s 1984 and its accompanying essay The Principles of Newspeak illustrate the role
words have in influencing our modes of thought; this struck me as the most potent
aspect of his dystopia. It is a profoundly sinister and subversive idea: removing the
capacity for dissent by removing the ability to express and therefore understand that
dissidence. This showed me that in ways, our thoughts would not exist if we did not have
the language to express them. This idea is replicated in other dystopian works such as
Fahrenheit 451, and in The Handmaid’s Tale, where women are forbidden to read and
write as they do not possess power, a concept particularly disturbing to me as a female
reader. Despite their historical and political differences, these novels are concerned not
just with the oppressive regimes but with the restriction of language to sustain them.
Poetry’s concision embodies the efficiency of language, which for me is epitomised by
Frost’s condensed and lucid style. The succinct “sigh” in The Road Not Taken is a densely
complex noun which simultaneously connotates regret, relief and destiny. Heaney’s
poetry appeals to me in how his compactness of expression heightens the intensity of
the emotions he elicits. The hyphenated ‘four- foot’ combined with the alliterative ‘f,’ in
the closing line of ‘Mid-Term Break’ describes the boy’s short life and the harsh reality of
his young death. Reading translations by Heaney and other Irish poets, such as Nuala Ní
Dhomhnaill, who wrote in Gaelic, I have found that the beauty of language is generally
non-transferrable. My first exposure to literature was through nursery rhymes and since
then I have delighted in the sound of language. Sound effects go beyond poetry and my
interest in drama has enabled me to explore Shakespeare’s innovative use of metre. On
stage, the fluency and rhythm of iambic pentameter are foregrounded, and in my
experience performing Gertrude’s Act 4 Scene 7 monologue, the erratic and inconsistent
metre elevated the emotion, helping me express the scene’s extreme grief.My
infatuation with English has radiated into all areas of my life. I have the pleasure of
encouraging fellow students to seek enjoyment in literature as head librarian at my
school. A summer school at Oxford University amplified my interest in the academic and
technical side of the subject. This prompted me to enter the Trinity Gould Essay Prize, in
which I was highly commended for my essay examining reading as a form of friendship
both intra and extra-diegetically. These endeavours have given me an appetite for
academic writing and research and made me realise that reading is more than a
pastime for me but a subject that I wish to go into in great depth, deciphering language
and scrutinising literature.
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Modern and Medieval Languages

by Rae T.
Does a joke lose its impact if you have to read the footnotes?
This is the question that crossed my mind when reading the poem 'Brinco de Freira'
from 'The New Portuguese Letters'. The translator described the poem, which is full of
'linguistic playfulness', as virtually 'untranslatable'. Wordplay hinges on immediate
recognition and cultural references; it seemed to me that this could not be captured in
the footnotes and the humour had been lost in translation. Initially, the pitfalls of verse
translation appeared vastly more complex than my experience of translating captions for
Pre-Hispanic artefacts during my World Challenge expedition to Ecuador. I realised,
however, that thousands of years of historical and social change involving a transition
from indigenous languages to modern Spanish and then into English would have
inevitably seen a gradual loss of the artefacts' cultural resonance.
These obstacles on the journey between languages also exist at the minute grammatical
level. I have recently been fascinated by 'el lenguaje inclusivo' in the Hispanic world as,
due to the gendered nature of the grammar that underpins Romance languages, many
feel as though they need to go through 'an act of translation' to be included in a group
that is both historically and grammatically masculine. It was through my interest in this
grammatical development that I discovered the Latinx poetry movement, with the 'x
'including those excluded by binary gender, but also with poets such as Juan Felipe
Herrera defying external translation by writing bilingually himself. For me this has
highlighted the immense power of language: for even through something as seemingly
insignificant as a single letter (the 'terreno micropolítico' as Silvia Gil described it in the
Hispanic Review), one can prompt others to question the language that they use and the
social norms that are contained within.
From the national stage to the internal monologue, language is intrinsic to the human
experience and therefore a command of multiple languages is an immense
responsibility. At a lecture I attended at KCL, Dr Tessa Hauswedell explained the link
between language and nation building, commenting on how throughout history
governments have cultivated a singular language to foster a national identity. This
insight into the political power of language prompted me, whilst at Salamanca
University's Summer School, to use their libraries to compose my A Level Spanish
Independent Project on the co-official languages system in Spain. There I read the
Catalan academic Jesús Tusón's chapter 'Patrimonio Natural: Elogio y defensa de la
diversidad lingüística' and was struck by a fictional city he used as a metaphor for
monolingualism: the inhabitants never encounter any other language and therefore lack
not only the ability to comprehend difference but also fail to recognise the value of their
own language. Sitting in this library surrounded by more Spanish literature thanI had
ever seen, I felt very much like the inhabitant of that city who ventures outside and
discovers the vast linguistic world that exists beyond their experience. It is this feeling of
intellectual and personal fulfilment that propels me to study modern languages at a
higher level.
Outside the academic sphere, I have seen the power of language to change opinion and
aid progress. Whether it be running a panel with politicians at my 'Stay Connected' knife
crime prevention event, chairing the Sixth Form debating society or as a member of my
local Youth Parliament, my agency as a young person has been entirely shaped by my
ability to express my experiences and be persuasive in my campaigns for change. A
Modern Languages degree will begin to enable me to do the same in the Hispanic and
Lusophone world.
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by Emma T.
I first came across economics in 2015 whilst searching for a topic for a project on
sustainability.
While others focused on the environment, I found researching how to maintain
sustainable debt in the third world far more interesting. This made me realise the critical
role of economic policy in global welfare, particularly in supporting the most vulnerable,
which is why I wish to pursue the study of economics.
I further explored my interest in economics during the Future Problem Solving
competitions nationally and then internationally in the US in 2017. Through this, I
searched for solutions for hypothetical future problems, which led me to research Public
Choice Theory to try to reconcile effective economic policy and political motivations,
which were often at odds. I found that if we deem public image as a positive “good” for
politicians, market theory can be applied and such analysis could be used to develop
economic policies that are politically viable. I am eager to learn how other factors besides
politics could be accounted for in a similar way, improving the use of economic tools.
In order to understand economic developments on a global level, I participated in Model
EU in 2018 where I was elected the Trade Commissioner for New Zealand. Here, I
negotiated a trade agreement with the EU where their protectionist policies on
agricultural products were a key issue due to NZ’s heavy reliance on these exports. A free
trade agreement would benefit NZ far more than the EU due to the respective
proportion of trade with one another. Through this, I learnt that globalisation is not
always the most rational choice for countries, even if there are expected future benefits which is something that I hope to analyse further.
As I am especially concerned with the impact of globalisation on communities, I
researched the adverse economic impact of anthropomorphic climate change and
ocean acidification on the New Zealand seafood industry. This made me curious about
whether Green GDP may be required to direct economic policies. However, there is no
accurate method of calculating the value of environmental degradation which means
government policies based on GDP may become ineffective. Alternatively, NDP, which
takes into account the depreciation of human and physical capital, could capture the
degradation of natural resources more accurately, but is not widely used to inform
policy.
I then became aware of issues related to the current use of GDP as an economic tool
after reading ‘The Value of Everything’ by Mariana Mazzucato. The exclusion of
productive unpaid work by the production boundary made me reflect the likely
ramifications in the developing world as a large proportion of work is unpaid. Therefore,
displacement of productive unpaid workers could be misinterpreted for an expanding
labour force. I am excited to learn how current economic tools such as GDP and
concepts for the future such as Green GDP can be developed in order to tackle the
issues society faces.
(continued next page)
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by Emma T.
I realised the importance of cultural systems in regards to income distribution after the
Christchurch terrorist attacks, which happened only a short distance from my home. The
victims were predominantly male and sole providers for their families, which led to
immense financial difficulties. Because of this, I organised a school fundraising event,
raising over 6000 NZD for the Muslim community. This experience demonstrated that
there are inherent vulnerabilities in cultural systems to certain unforeseen events and
that, ultimately, traditional economic models ignore cultural norms which may obscure
otherwise predictable outcomes.
Economics is evidently at the forefront of guiding international action in order to help
those most affected by global developments. I wish to study how the tools and models
found within economics can be used to achieve this, and hope to apply the knowledge
and skills I gain in a career in organisations such as the World Bank or IMF.
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Business and Management

by Teresa A.
Since watching “The Billionaire” 4 years ago, my fascination for business and management
was sparked by the life story of the university dropout who became the owner of TaoKaeNoi,
a snack company that now makes millions in net revenue each year. I was particularly
intrigued by how they identified market opportunities for a new product and increased their
brand awareness internationally.
Determined to understand the keys to this kind of business success, I pursued A Level
Economics which introduced me to both the macro and microeconomic factors that impact
businesses. I learned how operating in different market structures - perfect competition,
monopoly, and oligopoly - affect price determination. Reading The Economist's article “Should digital monopolies be broken up?” - gave me a deeper knowledge of the barriers of
entry to a monopolistic market structure. A Level Maths has also enabled me to apply
statistical analysis to consumer data, such as when making demand predictions, regression
analysis is an ideal tool to determine optimal prices.
I am also fascinated by how brand positioning affects price determination - this led me to
explore marketing strategies, specifically consumer psychology. Through Babson College's
“Digital Strategy and Action” course, I learned how businesses, such as Netflix and Amazon,
utilise user-friendly interfaces to extend their product life cycle. When building my
hypothetical online business as part of the course, I built a strong company culture and
pursued customer-focused innovation for sustaining my business growth. To further my
knowledge of consumer psychology, I turned to Sunstein and Thaler's "Nudge" and
discovered how anchor prices facilitate effective negotiation and promotion, and the
importance of choice architecture that underpins successful marketing strategies.
Last summer, I completed a marketing internship at Finnomena, a financial literacy startup,
where I developed a marketing campaign for a new product. Through using Facebook and
Google Analytics to test the digital advertising campaigns, I adapted strategies to target the
campaign effectively for maximum brand awareness and reach. What was most eyeopening was gaining management experience in the events team. I directly managed a
product launch, where I set event objectives, managed the budget and assigned staff roles
and responsibilities. Through coordinating different departments, I learned the importance
of effective management in a business's success.
I put the practical knowledge gained from my internship to use while competing in the
national SCG Hackathon business case competition. For our team's business idea, I utilised
my consumer research skills when investigating the target market. During the competition,
I worked under time-pressure and sharpened my management skills when delegating tasks
and coordinating discussions. I led my team to qualify for the semi-finals, where we gave a
successful five-minute pitch.
I have also developed invaluable business and management skills in other areas. By creating
my own charitable initiative, FUTURE4U, I provided opportunities for Thai students to learn
about business startups. As House Deputy and a member of the Student Council, I have
developed leadership and communication skills. Furthermore, I have demonstrated my
academic abilities through earning the school Honorary Scholarship Award and Academic
Excellence Award. I also play for the JV Basketball team, and so can balance academics and
other pursuits.
While my schooling and independent learning experiences in Thailand have enriched my
understanding of business, studying business and management at a higher academic level
will allow me to gain other skills vital for entering the workforce. My ambition is to build a
successful entrepreneurial company like TaoKaeNoi that addresses a gap in the market, and
I believe that university will take me one step closer to accomplishing that dream.
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by Talia S.
When I was younger I decided to sell cupcakes and donate the profits to a local orphanage;
the idea of giving back in a worthwhile way appealed to me. Unwittingly, this was my first
exposure to profit with a purpose. After this, I took an interest in how the businesses around
me operated in their communities.
To gain more exposure to social entrepreneurship, consumer behaviour and challenges
faced by local and global markets, I read online publications including Business Insider and
FT Weekend. The SA newsfeed has recently been dominated by the systemic collapse of
the state-owned enterprises which play a significant role in the SA economy. This has
impacted both formal and informal businesses and the communities they serve. I enjoy
learning from the stories of entrepreneurs and thought leaders by watching TED talks, my
favourite being Chimamanda Adichie's 'Danger of a Single Story' that moulded my views on
leadership and subconscious bias. I also read her essay, 'Why We Should All Be Feminists'
and her 21st century view on inclusion of women in society resonated with me. Although
her work does not specifically refer to women in business, it made me think about
successful businesswomen and the challenges that they have had to overcome.
This led to my application for work experience with a senior female executive at Rand
Merchant Bank. I attended client and executive meetings which gave me insight into
strategy, risk, capital markets and gender equality in business. I was on the school athletics
and cross-country team and participated in a variety of dramatic and dance productions. I
was elected Deputy Student Leader in my final year of High School and learnt how to
communicate effectively with the Headmistress, student council and wider school
community. Developing these communication skills is imperative for my future success in
the business world. These experiences have helped me realise the value of teamwork in
reaching common goals and maximizing efficiency.
I was appointed to the Johannesburg Mini Council where we embarked on social programs
to assist indigent communities. In my role as an executive leader I enjoyed working in a
diverse team. I learnt how to record minutes, fundraise and manage funding. Thereafter, I
assumed leadership roles in my school's Interact and Outreach committees, focused on
initiating and running community service projects. Whilst I enjoy making a difference, for
these efforts and their outcomes to become sustainable I need to gain a foundation in
business and finance that will equip me for my future participation in social enterprise.
At school, I won the Exceptional Aptitude in Mathematics award and voluntarily studied
Applied Mathematics, specialising in finance and modelling where I achieved a 7. I scored
99% for Mathematics in my final examinations. Building on this, I would like to learn more
about quantitative and analytical aspects of finance and business at university. I also love
literature and languages. I won awards for Linguistics and the three languages I studied. In
my final exams I achieved eight 7s, finishing top in my school with a 95% average. I was on
the Outstanding List of the top 50 out of 12500 IEB candidates and finished in the top 1% in
5 of my subjects.
To learn more about the business world, I would ask my dad questions about the
development of his investment and asset management group. These discussions taught
me about navigating a volatile currency, commodity prices and monetary policy's impact
on business. Exposure to my parents' philanthropy encouraged me to learn more about
social entrepreneurship and emerging economies, where social and environmental
problems are extreme. My childhood self may be disappointed that I don't intend to start
my own cupcake empire, but I am motivated to gain the insight and skills necessary to
solve some of the world's complex challenges, through a career in social entrepreneurship
and impact investing.
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Medicine

by Waki S.
The human body is a feat of engineering. From the schema theory that enables the
categorisation of information to how epigenetic changes affect gene expression, the body is a
treasure trove of scientific discovery.
In school, research was an avenue for my curiosity and drove my motivation to study
medicine. Inspired by my desire to know how the immune system works, I set out to
determine whether or not the stage an individual occupies on the tanner scale influences the
bacterial composition on their skin. I conducted my research at the University of
Witswatersrand where I cultured my samples, performed gram stains and used microscopy.
This experience developed my analytical skills which I will use as a medical student to think
critically when solving problems.
Additionally I noted the role of discipline, a skill I have honed through playing piano to grade
7. Volunteering at a hospital helped me appreciate the emotional fortitude that comes with
being a doctor. I saw a baby with meningitis endure several rounds of IV injections until the
doctor succeeded. I admired the doctor’s perseverance through the baby’s suffering whilst
quelling her mother’s worries. This taught me that acting in a patient's best interest might
come at the expense of inflicting pain.
I also saw how poverty plays a role in health outcomes. Many of the treatable conditions I saw,
for example diabetes, became serious due to lack of access to health care. This illustrated how
patients exist in a social context that affects their health. The reality is the aetiology of this
disease is as much medical as it is social; a doctor can treat diabetes with medication but that
is ineffective if the patient's lifestyle is unchanged. This further fuelled my motivation to study
medicine as I want to be a part of creating health policies that address these issues.
I believe that what gives scientific knowledge purpose is helping people. I was chosen to aid a
team of health professionals in an underprivileged community by measuring vitals and
assisting with developmental assessments. This experience highlighted my suitability for
teamwork which I am familiar with through playing soccer. What impacted me the most was
the number of teenage girls seeking HIV testing. I had read about the difficulties in township
settings for women to negotiate safe sex but it was entirely different to see the ramifications
of this first hand. I was involved in communicating with these girls to ensure they fully
understood why they would need an HIV test. I learnt how powerful a supportive presence
can be, even if it is just a hand on a shoulder.
Doctors need to be able to support their patients through difficult diagnoses and I got a
glimpse of what this was like. This was an emotional yet rewarding experience and I learnt the
importance of empathy.
My enthusiasm for community work has furthered my interpersonal skills. I have worked as a
Youth Leader for an organisation that promotes inclusion of people with intellectual
disabilities. This showed me the "Embodiment Framework" of health in practice. Even though
individuals with intellectual disabilities can be physically healthy, they are often socially and
psychologically 'disembodied' by society. I have learnt 're-embodiment' means seeing a
patient as a person and not their condition. I appreciated the value in listening to a person's
concerns rather than assuming them. This is a vital skill for a doctor as part of forming a
differential diagnosis is talking to a patient and understanding their symptomatic experience.
In his book “Complications”, Dr Atul Gawande accurately describes medicine as an "imperfect
science". Despite the fact that the gap between what we know and do not know is closing,
medical mysteries abound. As a future doctor, I believe I have the skills and dedication to help
close the intellectual gap and through this, make a far-reaching contribution.
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by Rupert B.
It is interesting to consider what life would be like without laws. Would we be freer and
happier or more self-destructive? Laws can be a mechanism for restricting autonomy; to
follow Mill’s Harm Principle, this would be aberrant. He argues individuals should be at
liberty unless others are harmed by their actions. I lend myself to this view since laws can
act as fetters and individuals, by nature, disobey strict limits. Paternalism goes further by
sacrificing autonomy to protect people from their imperfections. Laws are a necessity, but
the line between these principles is a difficult one to draw. Thinking about such underlying
legal issues has encouraged me to broaden my knowledge of the mechanics of judicial
systems.
The rule of law forms the basis of such systems and suggests that no one is above the law.
Thus, my intuition leads me to feel exasperated when executive lawlessness appears. For
example, in Bennett V Horseferry Road Magistrates’ Court (1993) where an appellant was
unlawfully extradited for trial. To uphold the conviction proposes a fallacy: it effectively
condones an ultra vires action, thus deviating from the rule of law. I concur with Lord
Bridge’s view that to dismiss the appeal would be ‘insular and unacceptable’ and was
captivated by this check on abuse of power. Consequently, I followed the Australian Lawyer
X case whereby a criminal defence lawyer has concurrently served as a police informant.
This breach of the Law Council of Australia’s client confidentiality rules is insupportable as it
permits punishment without proof of guilt through proper channels. I am keen to explore
these key systems in greater depth to determine the extent to which such systems should
be flexible.
I have also been fortunate to see how judicial frameworks operate comparatively by visiting
courthouses and examining processes such as jury selection. Subsequently, by reading
excerpts about juries in Understanding Law (Adams, Brownsword), I can appreciate the
theoretical benefits of community values being reflected in the verdict. However, in
practice, there are perplexed juries who, despite understanding the law, place preference
on innate judgements. Thus, a verdict may be presented that is not in accordance with
basic legal principles. During a recent Monash University moot, I was able to experience a
judicial determination and discovered the depth of information that needs to be
considered by a judge to find in your favour. Our case involved defending a man charged
with theft and our team relied upon the physical impossibility of the crime occurring.
Proving this to the judge required attention to detail and diligence as we explored floor
plans and developed timelines.
My perspective on the law has been broadened by my online legal blog. On this, I interview
luminaries from the legal profession (recently, a retired Court of Appeal QC) and analyse
contemporary legal cases by taking out the most important information to promote clarity
for readers. I have distributed some newsletters to a student Facebook page with over
61,000 members I run alongside my schoolwork. It has already been described by one user
as reinforcing and expanding their passion for the law. Such responses make the timecommitment and independent creation worthwhile. In 2020, I hope to expand the scope of
my blog to incorporate some learnings from my undergraduate studies.
I believe I am well suited to law as I have always been dedicated and consistent in
producing high-quality work. For example, in 2018, I achieved a perfect score of 50 (top
0.01% of the state) in VCE Psychology and was Dux (top pupil) of Legal Studies and 3rd Dux
of Year 11. I am the 2019 Vice-Captain of Snowsports, a School Officer and have received
school colours for tennis and snowsports. These roles indubitably aid my timemanagement and organisation.
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